
kitchens

find your new dream kitchen



about us
At Habitt Kitchens, we invite you into a world of culinary excellence and aesthetic 
brilliance. With a meticulous blend of timeless sophistication and contemporary 
functionality, our kitchens redefine the art of cooking. Every kitchen we offer is a 
testament to our unwavering commitment to quality and innovative design. From sleek, 
minimalist styles to practical solutions tailored for modern living, each kitchen in our 
range is crafted to improve your culinary experience. Slide into the seamless fusion of 
style and substance, and discover the perfect harmony of form and function at Habitt 
Kitchens. Welcome to a space where every detail is designed to inspire and empower 
your culinary journey.



Oxford Lifestyle Series
Welcome to the symphony of kitchen elegance.

Step into a culinary realm where well-defined proportions, minimalist contours, and a 
refined spectrum of finishes converge. Oxford Lifestyle orchestrates sophistication and 
functionality, creating a harmonious ambiance for your culinary experiences adding a 
touch of timeless elegance to every corner of your Kitchen. From the sleek lines of 
cabinetry to the thoughtfully designed storage solutions, each element harmonizes to 
redefine your kitchen experience.



Oxford Lifestyle Series

Kitchen Concept



Hyphen Gloss Series
A stunning embodiment of contemporary flair fused with timeless glamour.

Designed with contemporary aesthetics and sleek design, making it an epitome of 
modern elegance. The cabinetry is finished in a pristine white hue, accented with 
minimalist handles for a touch of sophistication. The layout ensures ample storage and 
working space, promoting an environment where creativity in cuisine knows no bounds. 
This kitchen isn't just a space; it's a testament to sleek lines, innovative features, and a 
vision that embraces the modern aesthetics of today.



Hyphen Gloss Series

Kitchen Concept



Standard Eco Series
Where Clean Lines Meet Timeless Versatility
 
Discover the perfect synergy of clean lines and timeless versatility in the Standard Eco 
kitchen. This culinary haven effortlessly integrates into any household, offering a 
seamless blend of functionality and aesthetics. With crisp lines defining its structure, 
Standard Eco is more than just a kitchen; it's a design statement that adapts effortlessly 
to your living space. Give your kitchen a glow up with the understated elegance of 
Standard Eco – a kitchen designed for those who appreciate the beauty of simplicity 
and versatility.



Standard Eco Series

Kitchen Concept



Plein Series

Reception Desk

Hyphen Green Series
Seamless harmony of form and function

Discover the seamless harmony of form and function with Hyphen Green. Our kitchen 
collection embodies practical design and economical solutions, providing a perfect 
balance of efficiency and style. Each element is thoughtfully crafted to deliver not just a 
space for culinary endeavors but a practical yet aesthetically pleasing environment for 
the heart of your home.



Hyphen Green Series

Kitchen Concept



Plein Series

Reception Desk

Timeless feelings that last a Lifetime

A tribute to enduring aesthetics, defines spaces with an indelible charm. This kitchen 
encapsulates the essence of unforgettable finishes, embodying a timeless feel that 
resonates through every moment. The sleek, modern design seamlessly blends 
innovation with classic allure, making it a statement of enduring elegance in any home. 
Let yourself into the richness of Concrete Gray, where each detail tells a story of lasting 
sophistication.

Concrete Gray Series



Concrete Gray Series

Kitchen Concept



Plein Series

Reception Desk

Novak Series
Where elegance meets innovation

A kitchen that intelligently extends the realm of surprising design. In shades of 
sophisticated gray, this culinary space is a harmonious blend of innovation and 
functional allure, where every detail astutely contributes to an atmosphere of 
unexpected elegance. Indulge the art of culinary creativity in the thoughtfully crafted 
Novak kitchen, where surprises unfold with every glance.



Novak Series

Kitchen Concept



Finishes

For further inquiries please
scan the QR CodePowder Black Coating

Dynamic Series

Powder Black Textured

Lazo Series

Powder Black Silver

The following finishes are only available for Oxford Lifestyle Series



For queries and appointment: call: 0301-1019723  |  email: office.furniture@habitt.com  |  UAN: 111-422-488  |  website: www.habitt.com  


